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About This Series

Watch the official Community Guide video series to learn some of the basics of Arma 3’s military gameplay. This series is
created by Bohemia Interactive in co-operation with Andrew Gluck (better known as Dslyecxi) from the Arma community

group Shack Tactical.
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Title: Arma 3 Community Guide Series
Production:
Bohemia Interactive
Distributor:
Bohemia Interactive
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Country: United States
Video Resolution: 1080p
Aspect Ratio: 16:9
Audio: Stereo
Seasons: 1
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 or AMD equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 200 MB available space

Additional Notes: Network Bandwidth of 5Mbps for 540p, 3Mbps for 360p.
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arma 3 community guide jets. arma 3 community guide series

under expectation for this game,so diferent between their early post and the game. before the update it was good but now its
perfect
i would like to see a new map but i am realy happy i got this its worth each penny. This game is a junk ?WTF??!
. Game breaking bug in the main quest: if you kill the clans base before you receive the quest, the game is stuck.. In the space
only Captain Bayback and his Gravity Badgers can stop the forces of gravity.
You are a skunk in space who has to save his friends and universe from Worms.

So what can i say about this game:
This is a physics-based puzzle game, where you have a character with a jet-pack.
everbody says that it is like angry birds but that people are mongols.
There are 140 levels and 5 episodes+bonus episode.
First 3 bosses were easy then last 2 bosses were hard.
It has AWSOME SOUNDTRACKS!!!

The only thing why this game isn t that good,because it is poorly made and mechanics not that good.
If they invested some effort in this game,it would be a better game.. ICY: Frostbite Editon is a neat little game. It is an
interactive novel with lite RPG elements, adventuring and different endings. I like the setting. A post-apocalyptic frozen world.
I spent 8 hours in the game till I finished it and found one of the possible endings. It was fun and engaging and there is plenty of
replayability. Nice effort from these indie developers!. i probably shouldn\u2019t have bought turba since i don't like match 3,
but i was hopeful that being able to use my own music would make it fun. unfortunately, selecting one of my songs to play is
difficult due to awkward menus, and then the game plays sounds over my song that don't quite seem to fit the beat. i couldn't
make much sense of the rhythm scoring system either, possibly because it seemed to hear a different rhythm than i did. stay
away from turba unless you love match-3 games and don't really care about getting to use your own music.. A very bland game. I
had high hopes this would be as entertaining or intriguing as GORN or SUPERHOT VR, but instead it turned out to be shallow
as hell. You cannot throw a lot of objects, there is no music, and it does not have variety at all. Overall, it didn't hook me at the
beginning, and playing through just a little bit did not even catch my attention.

P.S. Don't mix politics with games, unless it's something like Democracy 3.. Here we have a real gem of a game that you
probably never heard of

Wild Guns Reloaded is a remastered version of an SNES game that not many people knew of, which is a shame because what
we have here is a really fun rail shooter.

If you like shooting cowboys, robots and giant bosses, then this is the game for you.
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I played this game on Android, now I noticed that it's on sale. The game was very relaxing, now there are many new features
(now there are not only Shu and NPCs, you can select which character to play, for example), a large work has been done by
developers. If there will be online multiplayer, it would be the indie game of the year. 10/10.. An angry ape, crashing
percussion, and violence makes APE OUT one of the best adaptations of 2014's Whiplash on the market. Thanks humblebundle
for introducing me to this.. My first impression - I luv it.

Perfect when you only have a little time to play (e.g. lunch breaks, waiting for someone,) or just feel like killing time.

A single game is 10-15 min. And you can play with friends (and enemies), both online and hotseat, or just against the computer.

So far so good.. Fantastic programme well worth it for any digital artist. lots of great features and brushes. some amazing and
cool effects. very easy to use and you can do some wonderful things.. A boring point-and-click/hidden object. Some nice
atmosphere, but could have used some more love and a little more effort to make a potentially really scary game.. Pretty fun.
needs some fixes but its good. Boss fights are bad\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665when the music starts playing thats for sure
\\m\/. Just Get the ultimate apocalypse Mod for this game. Totally worth to play it. without it its pretty bland. I have fallen in
love with this game every since it was in beta. The art style, the turn based combat, and the friends. You've at least got to try.
You won't regret it as long as you enjoy this type of game.. .5hrs trying to beat a single wave on launch and .2hrs to beat the
game once it became too easy after the first patch.

 Waited for updates or content but nothing. I just noticed that this company is making a few other VR titles so I will make note
to stay away from you in the future if this is the standard for your games.
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